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I’m multitasking: I can listen, ignore and forget at the same time.

Entertainment

Chinese university makes Wi-Fi seekers
solve equation for password

S

ometimes getting on WiFi can be a problem. But
for students at an East
China university, it literally is.
The cafeteria at Nanjing
University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (NUAA) is giving internet access to those who
can decode a complex calculus
equation for the password, according to Global Times.
Video showing the differential equation has since gone viral, leaving many on social media stumped.
“Dumb as I am, I may as well
use my mobile data,” wrote Sina
Weibo user ‘sunzhendan’.
“I would rather starve,” wrote
‘babazai’.
“One super nerd gets it right,
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and thousands of academic losers are saved,” wrote ‘niuniu’ on
chouti.com.
The hurdles don’t stop there.

In NAUU’s Xinyuan Library
Restaurant, a musical riddle
challenges students to convert
a written eight-note melody to

Shanghai university enrolls
another goose, and she loves hot baths

numbered musical notation.
“The students from NUAA
are all super nerds. They love
new things. It must be fun for
them,” said a NUAA teacher.
The school’s catering management said the two different
problems cater to the expertizes
of different majors.
“We chose a music notation
problem for the Xinyuan Library Restaurant because it has
more liberal arts students,” said
an employee surnamed Ji.
“We chose a math problem
for the other cafeteria because it
has more engineering students.
Many of them have already
worked it out,” Ji added.
For those that can’t hack it, Ji
said the answer is as easy as Pi.

Following the enrollment
of the handsome Gugu,
another goose has recently
been admitted to Shanghai
Maritime University, and
this time it’s a girl, Xinhua
news agency reported.
The goose, Yuanbao, can
climb stairs and loves hot
baths, according to her former owner Cai Qingqing,
ECNS wrote.
Cai, who lives in Baoshan District, has raised
Yuanbao for one and a half
years. But her family can’t
take care of her anymore
because Cai is pregnant.
When Cai saw the news that Shanghai Maritime
University had enrolled Internet celebrity goose
Gugu, she soon asked whether the school could
take in her goose as well.
After the university agreed to keep the bird, Cai
took her feathered friend to school on September

9, joining the big family of
geese on campus.
A total of 20 geese are
now being raised by the
university, becoming an attraction in themselves.
Cai said she will come
to see Yuanbao often in the
future.
Chinese
netizens
cheered the news of Yuanbao and her new home,
with someone joking,
“Great — Gugu has a
beautiful girlfriend now!”
Gugu was the first goose
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officially admitted to
Shanghai Maritime University, which was already
raising some geese on campus. His former owner
asked the school to adopt him as the family had to
move away.
Gugu was taken to the university by his former
owner on September 7, and has since become an
official freshman of the school.

Seagull browses the aisles at skateboard shop
PICKED PIC
A worker at a store in Australia captured video of an unusual customer browsing the aisles
— a seagull.
The video, filmed on Tuesday at a skateboard store in Melbourne, Victoria, showed the
seagull wandering aisles of shoes and clothing at the shop, UPI reported.
The seagull speeds up its steps as the employee approaches and eventually darts toward
the door.
“I work in a skateboard store near a beach and a seagull decided to wander into the store
first thing in the morning,” the filmer wrote.
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Octo-Cross

ACROSS
1. Challenge
5. Man or boy
8. Graphic symbol
9. Anger
10. Church benches
11. Snakelike fish
12. Common
14. Type of brooch
17. Historic period
18. Oaf
22. Regret
23. Passport endorsement
24. Animal companion
25. Flair

ANDREA PAPALIA/NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
An impala gets a drink of a water near Francistown, Botswana, creating a wonderfully geometric scene. “The
symmetry in this frame is spot on with the impala in the center but then paired with random sets of legs in the
background. The light falling on its horns and hide highlight the different textures of the animal,” remarked Your
Shot photo editor Kristen McNicholas. “Nicely done!”

DOWN
1. Immerse briefly
2. First class and very good
3. Angry dispute
4. Follow from
5. Stead
6. District
7. Small wooded hollow
13. Find the solution
14. Raise trivial objections
15. Chills and fever
16. Encounter
19. Lubricant
20. Country, initially
21. Bronze

Yesterday’s solution

Sudoku
Sudoku was inspired by the table devised by Iranian mathematician Khwarazmi. Fill 9×9 grid with digits so that each column,
each row and each of the nine 3×3 sub-grids that compose the grid,
contains all of the digits from 1 to 9.

